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BMHS DRAMA
LOVES ALIENS?

S

BY MAYA MUTTER

tudents at Bernice MacNaughton High School recently
performed in a group of one-act plays, collectively called
Alien Grunge Love. The plays ran from February 20th to
the 24th.
The four plays performed by BMHS Drama were “Letters to
Kurt”, a play about a social outcast in the 90’s whose world
is turned upside down by the unexpected death of the one
person she feels closest to in the world, Nirvana frontman Kurt
Cobain; “Things Fall (Meanwhile)”, where four different storylines collide to create a single tale of both humour and tragedy; “The Final Rose”, a Bachelor-inspired play that sees the
bachelor struggling to follow his heart and be with an unconventional contestant despite adversity coming from all sides;
and “Aliens vs. Cheerleaders”, in which a fierce alien conqueror
meets her match in two outsiders and a group of cheerleaders
at a high school.
The plays were produced by a scriptwriting company in New
York and compiled by BMHS’ artistic director, Mr. Jeff Lloyd.
Many people were initially confused by the show’s title,which
borrowed its name from the main themes of three of the plays,
including the actors themselves. Tenth-grade student Jacob
Michaud, who starred in “Things Fall,” called it an “interesting
choice, though [he] was a little confused by it.” Shawna Kim,
a ninth-grade student who played a contestant in “The Final
Rose,” agreed: “I thought it was really weird,” she said. “Something about aliens loving each other?”
Mr. Lloyd, an English and Theatre Arts teacher who has been
directing BMHS plays since the fall of 2006, shows no signs of
stopping. “It’s interesting to see students grow. I really enjoy
watching them explore their aesthetic side, and I see many of
them from when they’re 14 until they’re 18 and they graduate.”
“Plays always present a new set of challenges,” Lloyd explained. “With straight drama, it’s the words that carry the
play. You just have to act… unlike the musicals, there is no
song and dance to back you up.”

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Top-left: “Aliens vs. Cheerleaders” Top-right: “Letters to Kurt”
Bottom-left: “Things Fall” Bottom-right: “The Final Rose”
(photo credit: Jennifer McKelvay)

BATHROOM REPAIRS:
A WORK IN PROGRESS

M

BY DEVAN FRAZEE

any students at BMHS have been rumbling about the
disrepair of the school bathrooms, mostly the male’s
washrooms. What they are mostly unaware of is the
long and often tedious process that goes into repairing anything in a school.
Depending on the complexity of the job, it could take from one
minute to weeks or even months to have something repaired.
First, a custodian will notice an issue while he or she is cleaning. If it is a simple repair, they will simply do it themselves;
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PREDICTING
SCHOOL CLOSURES

BMHS DRAMA (CON’T)

“It has been rewarding to see the growth [the students] show
and,” he added humorously, “if I can keep myself busy with
these plays, it really speeds up the school year for me.”
Alien Grunge Love was also brought to audiences from some
very international actors.
Eleventh-grader Mara Schneider, who hails from Switzerland,
is one of the many exchange students at BMHS and one of four
who took part in the plays “It feels like a family,” she said. “It’s
been my life.” Her introduction to BMHS Drama was watching the 2013 production of Grease online before arriving in
Canada. “It was exciting,” she said of the production, which
was something that her school in Switzerland did not provide.
“I thought, ‘I don’t want to sit around and watch this. I want
to be in it.’”
Another unique addition to this year’s plays was a student director
Jane Woodworth, a twelfth-grade student, put together “The
Final Rose” with virtually no input from Lloyd. “It was just
something I wanted to do,” she said. “I am very proud of my
group and the final product… one of the proudest moments
of my life was seeing them totally nail their parts.” She has
expressed a desire to continue on with directing in the future,
calling the experience “rewarding, frustrating and fulfilling”.
“I would absolutely do it again, in a heartbeat,” she said. “It
taught me that I really can do this, and that my confidence
onstage and in my ideas is justified. I learned that I can be a
leader, and that I can do what I set my mind to.”
Future plans for BMHS Drama for the school year include attending the annual DramaFest competition in May and, if it’s
anything like Alien Grunge Love, it’s sure to be a wildly exciting
time.

WASHROOM REPAIRS (CON’T)
however, if the repair is more complicated, the custodian will
file a Work Requisition Order to the district.
The district will sort through all the documents from all the
schools in the district and judge which ones are more important and address those first.

R

BY LUC MAILLET

emember the time when school was canceled, and you
were excited to play in the snow or thankful that you have
another day to do last-minute studying for a test that was
scheduled for that day?, Many wonder how they determine
that school should be cancelled due to weather conditions.
Mr. Gregg Ingersoll, the superintendent of the Anglophone
East District, handles the responsibility if whether or not school
should be cancelled. People think it only takes one phone call
and there is no school, but they’re mistaken.
According to the school district’s website, there are over
10,000 students being transported and 5000 walking, or being driven, to school each day. This decision-making protocol is
taken very seriously. The procedure begins before 5AM in the
morning on days when weather conditions are questionable.
The District Transportation Manager contacts the Department
of Transportation road supervisors who are out servicing roads
to provide a detailed account of road conditions in the district.
In addition, a network of bus drivers provides localized road
information. Detailed hourly weather advisory reports and
satellite/radar images from multiple weather providers are
consulted in an effort to forecast conditions for the day. A decision is made at approximately 6:00AM,as busses begin to roll
shortly thereafter.
The decision is based on detailed road condition information
and on expert weather forecasts. Once the decision is made
to close schools, a communication plan is followed to inform
parents, students, and staff prior to the buses beginning their
routes. The decision to close schools is not made lightly. Every effort is made to take into consideration the conditions
in all areas of the district, the safety of the students, and the
concerns of parents, and staff. So if you still think that there
is little to no effort being put into keeping your trip to school
safe, you should also consider that the people who a take the
decision very seriously.

“They must read and prioritize each request. If the repair is
of an urgent nature, for example an exterior door is broken,
then we phone the District Supervisor of Custodians directly.
Usually this work gets done the same day,” said BMHS viceprincipal Mr. Robert Bowser.
There are still repairs needed in schools. Evergreen, for example, has a damaged roof and Bessborough has a constantly leaking gymnasium ceiling. The district also has 38 other
schools with many differing needs that need attending.

(photo credit: Jennifer McKelvey)
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Students listen intently during Mr. Campbell’s AP English class. (photo credit: S Cormier)

TO AP OR NOT TO AP – THAT IS THE QUESTION

H

FLAPPY BIRD:

BY HANNAH WEDGE

ere at Bernice MacNaughton, the students have the
privilege of enrolling in AP courses if they so desire. Sadly, many of the students are ignorant of the benefits of
these courses.
AP, or Advanced Placement, is recognized by universities across
the world as effective, challenging courses and are a highly recommended source of learning.
At its core, Advanced Placement is a university class in a high
school setting. The courses are rigorous and encourage many
students to become curious, creative and focused.
“I took AP Calculus in grade 12, and I already know everything
in first year university” said Michael Arbeau, a former BMHS
student. “Once you’re in university, it’s nice to have one less
class to worry about.”

TAKING OVER SCHOOLS
ONE STUDENT AT A TIME
BY: NICOLE CAMPBELL

H

igh school students are addicted to a sought-after hand
held game that took over several nations.

Flappy Bird has students not only at Bernice MacNaughton
High School, but across the world, spending day and night tapping the bird through green pipes. This game, for Android systems and iPhones, is seemingly simple; however, the hidden
difficulty level is leaving the players raging and seeking a higher

AP courses do indeed prepare you for undergraduate life,
whether or not you pass the course. To have enrolled in the
course alone is very impressive to university admission counsellors; it shows you have challenged yourself academically.
If you do happen to succeed in a course, which consists of scoring a three or more on a five-point scale on an internationally
recogniozed exam, you are granted a credit in most universi-

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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AP OR NOT TO AP (CON’T)
ties. If you’ve taken multiple courses and succeeded, you are
very likely to be credits. This can be very beneficial financially
as it means less time needed attending university, saving you
a lot of money.
“80 to 90 percent of the class usually pass my course,” said
Mrs. Robertson, an AP Calculus teacher at Bernice Macnaughton.
With that in mind, if you are a student looking to fully enrich
your education or better prepare yourself for university, consider enrolling in an AP course.
Members of BMHS’ “Rainbow Rangers”

“It’s a lot of work, but it’s definitely worth it” added Mrs. Roberston.

FLAPPY BIRD (CON’T)
score than before.
The addicting nature is causing people everywhere to play
the game non-stop, or until they become angry enough
to stop. “Because it should not be as hard as it is, it’s addicting. It makes people very angry,” said Amber Dakin, a
MacNaughton student and self-professed Flappy Bird addict.
Nguyen Ha Dong, the creator of Flappy Bird, agrees that
the game is, in fact, too addicting. Based on his statistics
from downloads, Dong decided it was best for everyone
that he had the game taken off of the app store, despite
the amount of money he had been making from it. “I cannot take this anymore. I will take Flappy Bird down,” he
wrote.
Since May 24th of last year, Flappy Bird has received over
50 million downloads and 47,000 reviews on iTunes, and
the ongoing competition to get the highest score still continues, even with the game off the market.
This addiction has rooted deep enough into the population that without it, there are now parodies of the enslaving game, such as “Splashy Fish” and “Flying Cyrus”
(which is now number one on iTunes) as well as many
other not-as-successful versions of the phenomenon.
Dakin added, “I wish I’d never been introduced to this infuriating game. Even when it’s supposed to be gone, I’m
still playing it non-stop.”

THE GSA AT BMHS

B

BY: REBECCA ROBINSON

MHS offers many of extracurricular sports and clubs
for students of all interests. In September, The club
GSA (Gay Straight Alliance) became available for students part of the LGBTQ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
or Questioning) community to interact and share among
other students, while offering a safe place to chat with one
another.
“I’m in GSA because I knew that change doesn’t happen
unless you step up to do it. At GSA, we plan activities and
help set up a support base for members of the LGBTQ at our
school. We also talk and hang out, you know, have a good
time,” stated grade 12 student Alex Decarie.
The club was founded by BMHS teacher Mrs. Colleen Dunnet, because there was a need to set up a group for BMHS’
LGBTQ community. The club provides students a safe environment and shows that they have friends and people who
accept them for who they are. The club has become a success despite only recently receiving approval from the district.
While students are becoming more informed about the
GSA, they have become increasingly supportive and understanding of the LGBTQ community.
“I’m in the GSA because I believe that everyone should feel
safe and happy at our school,” said Maya Mutter, a grade 12
student.
Other educational institutions across Canada also offer GSA
or similar support groups to eliminate homophobia and bullying, while providing support for LGBTQ students in their
schools.
The BMHS GSA has become successful with fundraising,
such as tie dye sales and hosting a school dance. The GSA
will hopefully continue their success in the future while still
offering members of the LGBTQ community support.
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Tyler performs during an assembly. (photo credit: Jennifer McKelvay)

A STAR AMONG US

B

BY: ARIANNA BURT

ernice MacNaughton High School student Tyler Haché is now a rising star in the music community as he
begins to gain attention and, more importantly, build
a career.
Haché has taken advantage of his talent turning it into major success over the past few years. No one will argue he
hasn’t put in effort to get here: however.
Haché had performed for BMHS multiple times in the past,
but his career took a turn for the better with the release of
his first album, Slow Down.
Through the use of social media Haché was able to promote his new album and peak the interest of Menchies
Moncton, as he was invited to perform at the new frozen
yogurt hot spot. Haché again took advantage of social media creating a Facebook group for the event and tweeting
about it as well. This tactic proved valuable, as the turnout
was massive.
Due to his increasing success, Shelley Steeves, a journalist
for Global News wrote an article about the grade twelve

student. “Tyler Haché plucks his strings and fills the room
with an old school sound that’s purely captivating,” writes
Steeves. For a small city teenager to gain this sort of attention from major news networks is nothing short of amazing, and Haché has the full support of his school behind
him.
Haché is again taking advantage of social media to promote his newest gig at the Capitol Theatre in Moncton,
tweeting “I’m playing at the Capitol on March 15th at 8pm
and I will be doing a small lunch time concert this Friday
at school to promote it!” Once again, Haché is allowing his
fellow classmates to enjoy his talent first before bringing it
to the big stage.
Tyler Haché’s career has been steadily rising for some time
and it seems like people cannot get enough of him. From
fellow BMHS students supporting him with praise and promoting his work to his many gigs and new found fame with
Global News, Haché is truly becoming a star among us.
Other schools want him, but we are happy to have him.
You can support Tyler by purchasing his songs on iTunes
or by attending his upcoming concert at the Capitol March
15th at 8pm.
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Spelling Bee 2013 Organization Committee and Competition Winners

BMHS SPELLING BEE 2014

B

Deathroller, BMHS’ 2013 submission, gathering a teddy bear,
as part of the competition requirements

GEARING UP FOR
ROBOT’S EAST 2014

BY: MEAGHAN BEALE

ernice MacNaughton High School’s Book Club is working
tirelessly to plan the school’s second annual Spelling Bee
and Literacy Awareness Week.

The Book Club, driven by the desire to further literacy awareness among students, is in the process of fundraising and
planning the event which will take place in the BMHS auditorium during the afternoon of Friday, April 11th.
“The beauty of these competitions,” says last year’s lead spelling bee organizer Sophia Miao, is that “they demonstrate the
significance of literacy to those who don’t realize it.”
It is estimated that 38 percent of Canadians aged 16 to 25
have low literacy skills and many believe that spelling bees are
a means to draw attention to this statistic and allow students
to exercise their literacy abilities.
The organizers of last year’s spelling bee were careful to invite
a minimal number of spectators and to give out various prizes
in an attempt to make the Spelling Bee as stress-free and fun
as possible. Their goal was to hold a fun event which would
increase literacy awareness while providing students with a
carefree environment. This was likely the sentiment among
the competitors, as many of last year’s 50 participants have
expressed a desire to partake again this year.

L

BY: JESSE ROY
ast year, MacNaughton entered the Robots East competition for the first time in over ten years.

“The robotics club is trying to teach students about engineering and to encourage student teamwork,” said Yijia
Wu, a student who participated in last year’s competition.
The competition is held at Dalhousie University’s Dalplex
every May. This year’s competition is scheduled for May
2nd to 3rd.
The club is run by Mr. Ed Wasson and Mr. Jason Melendy,
automotive and technology teachers, and its goal is to
introduce students to engineering. In last year’s competition, BMHS won the “Most Innovative Strategy Award.”
The robotics club meets every Tuesday and Wednesday
after school, and any students interested are welcome
to join.

The event is open to students of any age and academic ability. Any students who wish to sign up for the event can see a
member of Book Club or sign up outside Mrs. Lewis’s room.
Students who sign up will subsequently be added to a Facebook group or email list to be notified of impending details
pertaining to the competition. Participants will also be provided the added perk of missing 5th period on April 11th thereby
establishing themselves permanent reputations as modernday Greasers.
“I didn’t really plan on winning,” said last year’s spelling bee
winner Justin Roy, “it’s just something to do ‘cause it’s fun.”
Deathroller in competition
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HERE WE GO: OSCARS 2014

M

BY: JENNIFER MCKELVAY

any students and movie reviewers have begun to predict the results of the much-anticipated 86th Annual
Academy Awards.

“A movie written, directed and acted with such discernment
that it can be watched and re-watched and re-watched yet
again, purely as an art object,” said Matt Zoller Seitz a reviewer
for www.rogerebert.com as he “makes [his] case […] for the
Best Picture of 2013: 12 Years a Slave.”
As calculation and guesses go, no one will really know the answers until March 2nd, when the award show airs.
On January 16, 2014, Cheryl Boone Isaacs, president of the
Academy, announced the nominees for this year’s Academy
Awards.
Best Picture:
• American Hustle
• Captain Phillips
• Dallas Buyers Club
• Gravity
• Her
• Nebraska
• Philomena
• 12 Years a Slave
• The Wolf of Wall Street.

the students believe that Dallas Buyer Club and Philomena
will win any awards at all.
“I would say Gravity, except it had more effects, sound, and
music than a story line. It resonated with a lot of people in
America and many of the films that have won seems to be one
with more history than effects,” said Meaghan Beale, a grade
12 student, in defense of her choice of 12 Years a Slave.
Not so surprising, though, is that 50% of those who voted believe that Leonardo DiCaprio would win the Best Actor award
for his role in The Wolf of Wall Street. Close behind him was
Chiwetel Ejiofor for his role in 12 Years a Slave, his biggest film
since being featured in 2009, in a filmed named 2012.
“I didn’t see any movies with girls in it, except Sandra Bullock,
and she was okay,” added Beale, when she thought about who
should win Best Actress.
Sandra Bullock came in with a bang this year, with her film
Gravity and because of the exceptional work
she did on the film, our polls predicted, with an
overwhelming 64% of respondents wanting her to win the
Best Actress Award.

Best Director:
• David O. Russell for American Hustle
• Alfonso Cuarón for Gravity
• Alexander Payne for Nebraska
• Steve McQueen for 12 Years a Slave
• Martin Scorsese for The Wolf of Wall Street.

Cheryl Boone
invites everyone
to join the nominees
on Sunday March 2nd to
“celebrate with these incredible artist and films at the
[86th] Oscars.”
SURVEY OF BMHS STUDENTS PREDICTIONS FOR THIS YEAR’S AWARDS

Best Actress:
• Amy Adams for American Hustle
• Cate Blanchett for Blue Jasmine
• Sandra Bullock for Gravity
• Judi Dench for Philomena
• Meryl Streep for August: Osage County
Best Actor:
• Christian Bale for American Hustle
• Bruce Dern for Nebraska
• Leonardo DiCaprio for The Wolf of Wall Street
• Chiwetel Ejiofor for 12 Years a Slave
• Matthew McConaughey for Dallas Buyers Club
Best Animated Feature:
• The Croods
• Despicable Me 2
• Ernest & Celestine
• Frozen
• The Wind Rises

According to recent surveys around some of the classes at
BMHS, 41% of students believe that 12 Years a Slave will win
the Academy Award for best film. Surprisingly enough 0% of
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TATTOOS AND PIERCINGS AT BMHS

T

BY: TEGAN FRAZEE
attoos and piercings have a long history, but have recently become a fashionable way to express individuality among Moncton youth .

Grade 12 student Becca Robinson, when questioned about
tattoos, had this to say:, “I think tattoos have become more
socially acceptable.”
When you look around BMHS, you are able to see a vast
array of body modifications, ranging from eyebrow piercings to unique sprawls of writing on students’ and even
teachers’, skins. What was once considered taboo a few
decades ago has now become a widely accepted norm
among today’s youth.
“I have tattoos and I find they represent me for who I am.
Most people don’t know that about me so I like explaining
to them the meaning behind them,” said Robinson about
her own tattoos.
While considering getting a tattoo, one must be fully aware
of with what they are staining their skin, seeing that the
process of acquiring a tattoo is very painful procedure and
that you must carry that ink on you for the rest of your life.
When considering a piercing, one must also take precautions. They are also considerably painful, depending on
what you wish to get, and where. If you decide to wear
your piercing for a few years, there is a possibility that
there will be a skin may be permanently scarred.
Of course, there will always been certain dangers to getting any sort of body modification. Complications can occur in the form of an infection—minor or severe—or even
the rejection of certain piercings. In the case of dermal and
microdermal piercings, it is even more common for a rejection because the jewelry is being surgically implanted
into the first few layers of skin.
Always be certain to choose a credible parlour. Studio
21, previously named Krystal Blade Studio, on St. George
Street is a very well respected studio in Moncton. There
prices may be a little bit higher than those of rival studio,
Epidart tattoos and piercings, but they do quality work.

THIRTEEN THINGS YOU
LIKELY DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT BMHS
Editor’s note: Former BMHS principal Jack Powers made
some notes about the school’s history upon his retirement.  
He was part of the staff when MacNaughton was first
opened in 1976.
•

The library was originally designed for 2 stories with
a spiral staircase connecting them.

•

At our smallest, when we were a vocational school,
there were only 280 students, 4 of whom were girls.

•

Mrs. Lockwood’s office has been occupied by only
3 other people in the entire history of the school
(Since 1974).

•

Until 1999 there was only one actual classroom
in the building (Room 235). The rest were shops
or home economics labs with associated lecture
rooms. Most students were taught in portables near
the bus pad that at our largest numbered 12.

•

When we were near our smallest (about 300) and
both MHS and HTHS numbered about 1400 each,
we won the Moncton Area Football Championship.

•

When we were a vocational school, students were
bussed here from as far away as Alma, every day.

•

The building was originally designed (in 1974) to
replace MHS but was to be built in phases. Only the
first phase was built.

•

The school had no gym until 1999. We invented
Outdoor Pursuits – we had to.

•

Most people believe that the property behind us
with all the trails etc. is part of Centennial Park, it’s
not it’s ours.

•

The original building was designed with two separate parallel staircases where the present main
staircase is.

•

For 20 years, our auditorium contained a Grand
Piano (now at the Capital Theatre) valued at
$100,000 and was used by CBC radio for recordings
because our auditorium had the best sound quality
in Moncton.

•

The original building had been designed with an elevator but none was ever built. As a result the space
was turned into a broom closet and the large hole
below it filled with concrete. When the elevator was
put in several tons of concrete had to be dug out.

•

The original roadway was designed to go through
Centennial subdivision. The current roadway was a
temporary construction road.
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